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Delicious seafood
For professional chefs or advanced amateurs who want to brush up their skills and learn new techniques for working with seafood delicacies. 
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                    Cooking course: basic level
The program is designed for those who want to learn the profession of a cook at a basic level from scratch, with no work experience or special education. 


Learn more                              
                    

                                            
                                                    

                                    

            

                    
                
                    
                    Cooking course “Cooking by Myself”
A unique 2.5-month course in all major aspects of cooking! We arrange a separate workspace for each participant, a group of up to 9 people.


Learn more                              
                    

                                            
                                                    

                                    

            

                    
                
                    
                    Course “Express Cooking”
Each dish on the menu takes only 20 minutes to prepare. We’ll learn 10 amazing dishes in 1 day! Your culinary life won’t stay the same. Groups of up to 8 people.


Learn more                              
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                            We understand that the carriers of this knowledge are professionals in very narrow areas of both cooking and confectionery.
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                    Pasta, risotto and dumplings: an intensive from the chef
For beginners and advanced amateurs who want to add new and delicious recipes for pasta, risotto and dumplings to their culinary arsenal.


Learn more                              
                    

                                            
                                                    

                                    

            

                    
                
                    
                    Popular street food
The course is designed for experienced amateurs who are interested in the street-food format, as well as for professional chefs who want to get better acquainted with this concept


Learn more                              
                    

                                            
                                                    

                                    

            

                    
                
                    
                    Cooking poultry: chef secrets
For beginners and advanced amateurs who want to learn the professional secrets of cooking poultry dishes and add new tasty recipes to their culinary arsenal.


Learn more                              
                    

                                            
                                                    

                                    

            

                    
                
                    
                    Creating and decorating a dish
For chefs, sous chefs and chefs who are planning to become chefs. Also for advanced amateurs who want to learn the basics of creating dishes.


Learn more                              
                    

                                            
                                                    

                                    

            

            

 

            
        
            
                Sign up for classes!
                
                    If you have already decided on a course, hurry up and sign up to reserve your place
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		Feedback from our alumni
		
    		        
            
                
                                            
                                                    

                            
                    
                        
                           Christine Blanding                        
                              
                        There's an incredible amount of new information, the chef goes through all the topics in great detail, tells you his culinary secrets and applies them right away. It's like a month's subscription to a restaurant where you cook everything yourself. I highly recommend it!


                    

                

            

                
            
                
                                            
                                                    

                            
                    
                        
                           Hubert Miller                        
                              
                        I've only taken the basic course so far, but so much useful information. Some of the secrets like blanching the greens had only "shtooooooooo, could you do that???" in my head.

Thank you so much for presenting the material without too much water.


                    

                

            

                
            
                
                                            
                                                    

                            
                    
                        
                           Velma Smith                        
                              
                        Passed the course. Emotions overwhelming) Thank you very much! Sea of information, secrets and tips from professionals, a cordial atmosphere. The best teachers who explain everything clearly and easily, help, support and inspire! It's a magical place where one wants to go back again and again! And I'll be back! )))) Absolutely! Love you)
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        						From Novice to Gourmet: Cooking Courses That Will Transform Your Skills

                                
                                    
        September 5, 2023September 5, 2023                                

                            
                            
                                Cooking isn’t just a necessary life skill; it’s an art, a passion, and for many, a lifelong journey of discovery. Whether you’re a newbie with a few scrambled eggs under … 
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        						Whip Up Your Dream Home: The Convergence of Cooking Classes & Home Buying

                                
                                    
        September 5, 2023September 5, 2023                                

                            
                            
                                In recent years, an intriguing trend has emerged at the crossroads of the culinary arts and real estate. Once seemingly unrelated industries, gourmet cooking courses and home buying have simmered … 
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        						What does it take to create a menu in a restaurant?

                                
                                    
        June 1, 2023June 1, 2023                                

                            
                            
                                Developing a menu in a restaurant requires the involvement of human resources, analytical work, research. Specialists take into account current trends, which they focus on to achieve the best result. … 
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Companies We’ve Helped













Airports in the US by states











We at Adc-Urban are glad to have met Pekka Alaraeisaenen and his website CasinoProfessori.fi for supporting us at the right time. We thanked him in the form of catering at one of our recent events and recommend them for cooperation.











Casino zonder account is the best solution for those who don't want to go through the lengthy registration and verification process at an online casino. The Point casino website details all of the features of playing at this type of casino.
























In Online Casino Osusume, we strive to provide information that emphasizes fairness, and only carefully select and post highly reliable online casinos that you can play with peace of mind. Today we can recommend Play OJO and Casino.Me.











Order essays on Literature and forget about academic problems with our professionals. Top-notch papers, a custom approach, and timely submission are guaranteed.











Can you do my excellent paper so that I can focus on cooking courses? Sure! Trust our professionals with your paper and get it done on time and at affordable prices!
























Parimatch - the best betting site , just choose your best and win











The American company OLPR is a manufacturer of leather goods. All products are handmade in the USA from high-quality metals. Choose custom gifts for yourself and your loved ones!
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